ITF WORDS FOR ENGLISH SPEAKERS
Gina Kim

I'm a Korean living in Ottawa, Canada, learning ITF Taekwondo with excitement
and joy. This is my humble appreciation to all Sabeomnims & Saboonims. FYI, I
majored in English literature and linguistics in Korea for your peace of mind.
Taekwon !!

Vowels in Korean
1. A or AH (아) : “aah” - as reading letter “A” in French.
Used in Do-Jang, Dan-Gun, Do-San, Sam-Il, Ahn Chang-Ho etc.
2. YA (야) : “yaah”. Refer to “AH”, vowel #1.
3. WA (와) : “waah”. Used in Sim-Sa-Kwan, Hwa-Rang, Gwang-gae etc.
4. EO (어) : also spells U or O, often times.
Say “oppose”. It sounds like the first “o”.
Used in Sa-Bum, Chon-Ji, She-Uh, Geo-Buk-Seon etc.
Perseverance required. J
** Why do they use different spellings for the same sound? Simply because
this vowel does not exist in English, they try different ways to make the closest
sound in English.
The problem comes in when someone tries to read words like “Sa-Bum” &
“Geo-Buk-Seon” : both spell with same “u”, but they represent two
completely different vowels. Any solution? Either learn word by word from a
Korean speaker, or learn how to read Korean letters : It’s surprisingly easy
and it only takes 3 days to learn, that’s all.

By the way, Koreans struggle to understand why -ur, -er and -or often make
exactly the same sound, as in urban, herb and doctor, or why “ou” in “soul”,
“our” and “blouse”, sounds completely different….
I guess we’re kinda even between English & Korean for variations, eh? J
5. YEO (여) : also spells YU or YOU , often times. Refer to “EO”, vowel #4.
Used in Charyut, Kyoung-Neh, Gooki-eh De-Ha-Yeo, Choi Yong etc.
6. O (오) : as reading letter “O” in French or Spanish. Do not read [ou].
Used in Ba-Ro, Yul-Gok etc
7. YO (요) : Used in Won-Hyo. Refer to “O”, vowel #6.
8. WO (워) : as in “won”. Used in Won-Hyo.
9. U or OO (우) : like “oo” in “moon”.
Used in Sa-Ju, Dan-Gun, Joong-Gun, Choong-Moo & Geo-Buk-Seon.
10. YU or YOO (유) : like “you” in English. Refer to “U”, vowel #9.
Used in Yu-Sin & Yul-Gok.
11. EU or U (으) : say “moo~”. Then change only the shape of your lips, as if you
were saying “ee”. Indomitable spirit required. J
Too hard? Fine. Say “ugh”. Close enough.
Used in Ji-Ru-Gi, Joong-Gun, Po-Eun, Eul-Ji, Teul etc.
12. EUI (의) : say “eu - ee” fast. Used in Eui-Am.
13. I or YI (이) : like “ee”. Used in “Yi-I”.
14. WI or UI (위) : like “we” in English. Check “She-Uh” under Do-Jang Words.
15. E or EH (에) : as “e” in “Egg”.

Used in Seh-Jong, Gooki-eh De-Ha-Yeo, Sa-Bum-Nim-Ke etc.
16. YE or AE (예) : as “ye” in “yes”. Used in Toi-Gye, Gae-Baek
** In some Korean words, YE & AE sound almost the same, so “AE” is often
used together with “YE”, as in Gae-Baek. See Gae-Baek.
17. OI (외) : as in “wet” without pronouncing “t” in the end.
Used in Choi Hong Hee, Toi-Gae & Choi Yong.
18. AE (애) : It sounds exactly same as “E”. Used in Gwang-Gae & Gae-Baek.
** In old Korean, “E” and “AE” sounded differently, so the spelling was
different between the two (에 vs 애). In modern Korean, the difference is not
noticeable any more. Only a few people could differentiate “E” from “AE”,
like newscasters or old people in certain areas in Seoul.
Mysterious Korean Consonants
- R : Get your Timmy double double & say “Rrrrrrrroll up the rim”. That’s it. J
Easy… for Canadians. If you’re not Canadian, “R” in Spanish, is very close to this
consonant.
- S vs Sh : Korean consonant “ㅅ” sounds in between the two.
S in “Sim Sa Gwan” & Sh in “Jo Man-Shik” are identical in Korean.
Think of the Koreans with family name “Shin (신)”. They would not want to
be called Mr. or Mrs. Sin. So they chose to spell their name with “Sh”. Or GoDang would not want to be called “Man-Sick”. So they spell his name with
“Shik”. It might be safe to say that Sin family or ones with sin in their names,
started all this confusion.
- G : G in English, makes 2 different sounds as in “gorgeous”.
In Korean, it always sounds as in “go”
▶▶▶ Do-Jang Words
▶ Cha-Ryut (차렷) : attention. See vowel #5.

▶ Baro (바로) : Return or straiten up the position
▶ She-Uh (쉬어) : Relax. See vowel #14 & 4.
** They chose to spell the word with “She” instead of “Shwi”, simply because
the English word “she” sounds very close to “Shwi”.
▶ Jun-Bi (준비) : Ready. See vowel #9.
▶ Shi-Jak (시작) : Start.
▶ Geu-Man (그만) : Stop. See vowel #11.
▶ Gyoung-Neh (경례) : Bow. See #5 & 15.
** If Koreans say it slowly, they would pronounce it “Gyoung-Rye”. When
pronounced fast, “Rye” sounds more like “Neh”, because of the nasal
consonant in “Gyoung”.
▶ Gooki-eh De-Ha-Yeo (국기에 대하여) : Face the flag. See #9 & 5.
Gooki (flag)-eh (at) DeHaYeo (face, toward)
▶ Sa-Bum-Nim-Keh (사범님께) : To the instructor/s. See #4.
SaBum (instructor)-Nim (honorific title)-Keh (at / toward a superior/s)
▶ Boo Sa-Bum-Nim-Keh (부사범님께) : To the assistant instructor/s. See #9.
▶ Sim-Sa-Gwan-Nim-Keh (심사관님께) : To the examiner.
▶ Goo-Ryoung Eop-Shi (구령 없이) : At your own count.
See #9, 5, 4 & 13, as well as consonant S & R. Self-control required. J
Goo-Ryung (verbal order / commend) Eop-Shi (without)
** When you say Eop-Shi, think of Pepsi. Oppose it. End result, Eop-si.
▶ Sa-Ju Ji-Ru-Gi (사주 지르기) : Sa Ju (4 direction) Ji Ru Gi (punch)

RU (or spells Reu) : See #11.
similar to “le” in French – instead of fully pronouncing “L”, Rrrrrrroll your tongue.
GI : as in “geese”
▶ Sa-Ju Mak-Gi (사주 막기) : Mak Gi (block)
▶▶▶ Teul (틀 : Pattern), with indomitable spirit J
*** Fun Fact behind each pattern names
▶ Chon-Ji (천지)
Chon : see vowel #4
** Chon (heaven) represents Yang energy, movements of attack,
and Ji (earth) represents Ying energy, movements of defense.
▶ Dan-Gun (단군)
Gun : as in “lagoon”
** Dan-Gun declared Hong-Ik In-Gan (홍익인간 : a humanitarian ideal and
devotion to the welfare of human being) as he founded a country called Go-JoSeon (고조선).
▶ Do-San, Ahn Chang-Ho (도산, 안창호)
** Do-San went to San Francisco in 1902 as a student at age 24. He supported his
family working as a houseboy or an orange picker. He organized the first Korean
association in USA that functioned as the consulate at that time. He also published
Korean newspaper, went on numerous tours as an active orator, and inspired
thousands of youth to fight for independence of Korea.
▶ Won-Hyo (원효)
** Born in a prosperous noble family, it was only natural for him to be a member
of “Hwa-Rang”, expected to occupy a high government position in the future. At
his mother’s sudden death, he decided to become a monk and devoted his life to

spreading Buddhism to the public. Since most people did not know how to read &
write, he used songs, poems & drawings to preach Buddha’s wisdom. He’s the
world’s first officially-married monk. His wife was a widowed princess.
▶ Yul-Gok, Yi I (율곡, 이이) : See vowel #10, 6 & 13.
** Korean family name “Yi” also spells “Lee”, to ease the pronunciation for
English speakers.
Yi I , at age 23 went to see “Toi-Gye, Yi Hwang ”, 58 years old well-known
profound scholar, to enlarge his knowledge and experience. They spent 2 days
together and remained as good friends.
▶ Joong-Gun (중근) : See #9 & 11.
** At the Japanese trial court, and till his moment of death, he asserted 15 reasons
why he assassinated Ito, the Japanese Governor of Korea: assassinating the queen
& dethrone the king of Korea, massacring the innocent, blocking education for
youth, lying to the world that Koreans volunteered to be under Japanese protection
etc.
▶ Toi-Gye, Yi Hwang (퇴계 이황) : See #17 & 16.
** He had a firm belief that the truth is to be found in everyday life. He also
believed that knowledge should be in accord with conduct. He was highly
respected to live all his life according to his believes. His personal life was rather
unhappy: his father died when he was only 7 months old, and was raised by his
widowed mother. His well-respected elder brother was executed in a political
change. His first wife died at age 27, and the 2nd one at 46. He made a girlfriend a
while after the loss of his 2nd wife, who committed suicide shortly after his death.
▶ Hwa-Rang (화랑)
** Five Commandments of Hwa-Rang : Loyalty to the king & the nation, Love and
respect your parents and teachers, Trust among friends, Never retreat in battle,
Never take a life without a just.
▶ Choong-Moo (충무) : both vowel #9
Yi Sun-Shin (이순신) : #9, Geo-Buk-Seon (거북선) : #4 & 9

** He never knew defeat out of almost 200 battles against Japanese. The most
remarkable one was against 133 Japanese battleships & 200 support ships, 333
ships in total. His force only had 13 battleships none of which were turtle ship
(Geo Buk Seon) and 200 soldiers. His force destroyed and sank 123 of Japanese
ships, and won the battle. Admiral George Alexander Ballard of the Royal Navy
said : It is always difficult for Englishmen to admit that Nelson ever had an equal
in his profession, but if any man is entitled to be so regarded, it should be this great
naval commander, Yi Sun-Shin.
▶ Kwang-Gae (광개) : see vowel #18
** King of Go-Gu-Ryeo (고구려 : vowel #6, 9 & 5), enthroned at age 17, and died
at 39. In 22 years in throne, Go-Gu-Ryeo once again became a major power of East
Asia, controlling two thirds of modern Korea, Manchuria, parts of the Russian
Maritime province and Inner Mongolia.
▶ Po-Eun (포은) : see #6 & 11, Jeong Mong-Ju (정몽주) : see #4, 6 & 9
▶ Gae-Baek (계백) : more accurate way of spelling is Gye-Baek. See #16 & 18.
▶ Eui-Am (의암) : see #12, Son Byung-Hee (손병희) : see #6 & 5
▶ Choong-Jang (충장) : see #9
Kim Deok-Ryoung (김덕령) : see #4 & 5.
Reads “Dung”, as the English word, and “Ryoung”.
▶ Go-Dang (고당) Jo Man-Shik (조만식)
▶ Sam-Il (삼일)
▶ Yu-Shin (유신) : see #10
▶ Choi Young (최영) : see #17 & 5.
“Young” sounds very close to the English word “young”
▶ Yeon-Gae, Yeon-Gae So-Mun (연개, 연개소문) : see #5 & 18

▶ Eul-Ji (을지) : see #11, Eul-Ji Mun-Deok (을지문덕) : see #9 & 4
▶ Moon-Mu (문무) : both vowels are #9.
▶ Seo-San (서산) : see #4
Choi Hyun-Eung (최현응) : #17, 5 & 11. Self-control required. J
▶ She-Jong (세종) : see #15 & 6
▶ Tong-Il (통일) : #6
Reference : www.itfkorea.com, www.kitf.org, www.tkd-itf.org
▶▶▶ Sparring Words
▶ Mat-Seo-Gi (맞서기) : Sparring. See vowel # 4.
▶ Ju-Eui (주의) : Warning. See # 9 & 12. “Eui” sounds almost like “ee” when said
fast.
▶ Gam-Jeom (감점) : Minus point. See # 4.
▶ Hae-Chyeo (해쳐) : Dismiss. See #18 & 5.
▶ Gye-Sok (계속) : Continue. See #16 & 6
▶ Shil-Gyeok (실격) : Disqualify. See # 5.
▶ Dong-Jeom (동점) : Tie. See #6 & 4.
▶ Jung-Ji (중지) : Suspend. See #9.
▶ Hong vs Chung (홍 / 청) : Red vs Blue. See #6 & 4.
▶ Seung vs Pae (승 / 패) : Win vs Loose. See #11 & 18
▶ Ahp, Dwi & Yeop (앞, 뒤, 옆) : Front, Back & Side. See #1, 14 & 5.
▶ Il-Hwe-Jeon (일회전) : 1st Round. Il (1), Hwe (round) : see #17, Jeon (fight) : #4

▶ Ee-Hwe-Jeon (이회전) : 2nd Round. Ee (2) : see #13
COUNTING IN KOREAN
** Until King She-Jong’s invention of HanGeul, Koreans did not have their own
alphabet, and almost completely relied on Chinese letters for literal
communication. In those days, 98% of Korean population was illiterate! (FYI,
nowadays, Korea’s literacy rate is the world’s highest, 99.99%, thanks to Hangeul)
While high class literates used Chinese numbers and words, common people used
non-Chinese-based Korean words.
This is how we ended up with 2 ways of counting numbers in Korea. The rule is…
Chinese numbers go with Chinese-based words, and Korean numbers go with nonChinese-based Korean words.
KOREAN NUMBERS :
DAILY COUNTING
1. Ha-Na (하나) : vowel # 1
2. Dul (둘) : # 9
3. Set (셋) : # 15
4. Net (넷) : # 15
5. Da-Seot (다섯) : # 1 & 4
6. Yeo-Seot (여섯) : # 5 & 4
7. Il-Gop (일곱) : # 13 & 6
8. Yeo-Deol (여덟) : # 5 & 4
9. Ah-Hop (아홉) : # 1 & 6
10. Yeol (열) : # 5
11. Yeol Hana (열 하나)

20. Seu-Mul (스물) : # 11 & 9
30. Seo-Reun (서른): #4 & 11
40. Ma-Heun (마흔) : # 1 & 11
50. Sheen (쉰) : like “sheen”
60. Ye-Sun (예순) : # 16 & 9
70. I-Reun (일흔) : “ee” & # 11
80. Yeo-Deun (여든) : # 5 & 11
90. Ah-Heun (아흔) : # 1 & 11
Chinese Numbers :
USED IN # HWE-JEON, IN SPARRING WORDS

1. Il (일) : like “eel”
2. Ee (이) : like “ee”
3. Sam (삼) : # 1
4. Sah (사) : # 1
5. Oh (오) : # 6
6. Yuk / Ryuk (육) : # 10
7. Chil (칠) : # 13
8. Pal (팔) : # 1
9. Gu (구) : # 9
10. Ship (십) : like “ship”

11. Ship Il (십일)
20. Ee Ship (이십)
30. Sam Ship (삼십)
100. Baek (백) : #18
101. Baek Il (백 일)
200. Ee Baek (이백)
1,000 Cheon (천) : #4

